
SECURE DIGITAL

This WireFree Intercom System is the only system of 

its kind that has multiple types of intercoms for 

different needs, is truly 100% wireless, is secure from 

neighboring systems, and it sets up private 

conversations even within your own network of 

intercoms.

This system eliminates the hassles of installing 
intercoms in your home or business. To get your 
system up and running, all you have to do is 
install batteries and go through a quick "Learn" 
procedure and your intercom system is ready to 
use. No expensive wiring needed!

The WireFree wireless transmits and receives 
using digital wireless signals that provide high 
quality, secure audio communication at up to a 
1000 foot range (maximum range is only 
achieved with no obstructions or interference 
between units).

These intercoms use a digital "spread-spectrum" 
technology that enables you to set up a private 
communication network. Even if your neighbors 
have the same system, they won't hear your 
conversations. 

Another advantage of this digital technology is 
that you can page all intercoms in your network, 
but then only speak to the responding station 
with a private, secured link. Or you can set the 
units in Conference mode so all stations hear 
the conversation.

PRIVATE

Wireless Intercom System 
KEEPS YOUR CONVERSATIONS



You can also expand your wireless intercom 
system with other components like the 
Indoor/Outdoor Intercoms or the Doorbell 
Intercom System. All of the WireFree 
components are compatible with each other in 
any combination.  

Use either the Indoor/Outdoor Intercoms or 
Doorbell Intercom at your front door to talk to 
visitors...or to get rid of a pesky door-to-door 

sales person without having to talk to them face 
to face.

Since the outdoor intercoms only have one large 
button and they are loud, they work well for 
caregiving to the elderly or disabled.  One button 
also means children can't change anything so 
you can use these units for communicating with 
children too.

Most wireless intercom systems on the market are not truly wireless since they require the 

user to plug them into an AC outlet. The WireFree wireless intercom system runs up to one 

year on just four AA batteries without ever being turned off! Other wireless battery powered 

intercom systems have short battery lives...therefore they have a high cost of operation.

Some "wireless" systems not only require AC adapters, but they use the wires in your house 

or business to transmit voice. These systems are highly prone to interference, buzzing noise, 

poor quality audio, and are not secure. Plus, other people with a similar unit who are on the 

same AC circuit as you can listen in to your conversations. The WireFree system doesn't 

communicate over house wiring.



Features:

 • 4-channel wireless intercom system

 • Transmission range is up to 1000 feet between units

 • Multiple simultaneous conversations using 900MHz secure radio digital link

 • Connections are digital and fully secure

 • Two-way digital wireless voice communication

 • Expansion with additional units (up to 12 per network) can enhance your communication 
  to multiple locations

 • Up to 1-year battery life; requires four AA batteries per unit (not included)

 • Intercom emits beeps when batteries are low

 • Paging function enables you to broadcast to all the stations in the location, and then speak to 
  the responding station privately with a private, secured link

 • Conference mode enables you to communicate with all of the intercom stations in the network 
  at the same time.

 • Volume control

 • Setup is extremely simple and can be done in under 2 minutes

 • All units can be wall mounted or surface mounted

 • Digital Spread Spectrum Technology for security and immunity to interference.

 • 1 year manufacturer's warranty

We bought the WireFree Intercom for use between our nurse's stations in a physician clinic. We 
like them because they are small, easy to maintain, have long battery life, and they have no 
annoying wires. They are also so easy to use and they save us from yelling and making unwanted 
trips. Thank you for a quality product! Marny Hammond - Paoli, IN



- Home
- Camping
- Boating
- Office
- Elderly/Handicapped

- Playground
- Pool
- Workshop
- Construction Sites
- Horse Barn

I like these intercoms because they are easy to install and they let me talk in a normal voice 
instead of shouting at the kids upstairs. I also don't have to climb the stairs to wake my grand kids 
to get ready for school. If they need me its easy for them to let me know. I know they are safe, and 
they can feel safe knowing I can hear them if they need me. I am enjoying the intercoms very 
much. Any time I buy something and I don't feel like I got ripped off, I love bragging about the 
product. Virginia Marlow - Jefferson, GA

These units are fantastic for a quick to install and easy to operate system. For security, we keep 
some of our doors locked but still need to receive deliveries and visitors. We have a number of RF 
obstructions on our floor (several RF shielded rooms and big metal coldroom) that interfere with 
most cordless devices, but these units work flawlessly everywhere we have used them. The 
system has been in place for just over one year now and we have no complaints. Biophysics 
Geek from Nashville, TN

These products are available at
www.IntercomsOnline.com

WireFree Intercom System Applications


